Freshmen Crown Dome

(Carried from Page 1)

the room of a Burton House resident who found it resting against his door on Tuesday morning.

On Wednesday afternoon the candle was wrapped in paper and addressed to a nonexistent "Professor Stein" from the "General Atomic Corporation," and brought up to the roof of Building 3.

At midnight, the students met in front of Kresge Auditorium carrying bifocals of ropes and flashlight. Again, two cords stood guard in front of the entrance to the Engi
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With Birthday Candle

neering Library. Several boys ascended the dome with gym ropes with which the candle was to be secured.

About an hour after work was begun the guards saw someone in the library. The boys were alerted with a series of prearranged signals, but the intruder turned out to be a member of the group who was to relieve the girls.

After the candle had been placed on the dome, the sign was hung from a rope stretched around the dome's 140-yard circumference. When this was done, the group descended and met in the Burton House lounge, where notes were writ-
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